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the road riding upon a cart horse. I would have stopped him and
drawn his attention to the mountains but I thought he would
probably consider me mad. He did not seem to be the least struck
by or to be taking the smallest notice of the great sight. But it
seemed to me as if one might never see such a sight again. The
great white range which had at first gleamed with an intense brilliant
yellow light gradually deepened with the sky to the indescribable
red tinge that snow-fields assume in sunset light, and then the grey
cold tint crept up the great slopes quenching the rosy warmth which
lingered still a few minutes on the summits. Soon all was cold and
grey and all that was left of the brilliant gleaming range was the dim
ghostly phantom of the mountain rampart scarce distinguishable
from the greying sky.
Saturday, 18 March
A heavenly day, reminding one of Wordsworth's 'March Noon1,
larks mounting, bees humming in the hot afternoon, lambs playing.
Children in the lanes gathering violets and primroses, and the
mountain streaked and striped and ribbed with snow.
Mothering Sunday, 19 March
And all the country in an upturn going out visiting. Girls and
boys going home to see their mothers and taking them cakes, brothers
and sisters of middle age going to see each other. As I walked to
Bettws it was so sultry that I thought it would thunder. The sun
was almost overpowering. Heavy bkck clouds drove up and
rolled round the sky without veiling the hot sunshine, bkck clouds
with white edges they were, looking suspiciously hie thunder
clouds. Against these black clouds the sunshine showed the faint
delicate green and pink of the trees thickening with bursting buds.
Brothering Monday, 20 March
Miserable news from Paris. Another Revolution, barricades, the
troops of the line fraternizing with the insurgent National Guards,
two Generals shot, two more in the hands and tender mercies of the
beastly cowardly Paris mob. Those Parisians are the scum of the
earth, and Paris is the crater of the volcano, France, and a bottomless
pit of revolution and anarchy.
Friday, 24 March
After luncheon I spent a happy half hour in the lovely warm
afternoon wandering about Clyro churchyard among the graves.

